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With Pimsleur Language Programs you don't just study a language, you learn it -- the same way you

mastered English! And because the technique relies on interactive spoken language training, the

Pimsleur Language Programs are totally audio -- no book is needed!  The Pimsleur programs

provide a method of self-practice with an expert teacher and native speakers in lessons specially

designed to work with the way the mind naturally acquires language information. The various

components of language -- vocabulary, pronunciation and grammar -- are all learned together

without rote memorization and drills. Using a unique method of memory recall developed by

renowned linguist, Dr. Paul Pimsleur, the programs teach listeners to combine words and phrases to

express themselves the way native speakers do. By listening and responding to thirty minute

recorded lessons, students easily and effectively achieve spoken proficiency.  No other language

program or school is as quick, convenient, and effective as the Pimsleur Language Programs.  The

Comprehensive Program is the ultimate in spoken language learning. For those who want to

become proficient in the language of their choice, the Comprehensive programs go beyond the

Basic Programs to offer spoken-language fluency. Using the same simple method of interactive

self-practice with native speakers, these comprehensive programs provide a complete language

learning course. The Comprehensive Program is available in a wide variety of languages and runs

through three levels (thirty lessons each) in French, German, Italian, Japanese, Russian and

Spanish. At the end of a full Comprehensive Program listeners will be conducting complete

conversations and be well on their way to mastering the language. The Comprehensive Programs

are all available on cassettes and are also on CD in the six languages in which we offer the Basic

Program on CD.
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No one in these reviews has touched on the questionable grammar introduced in these tapes...

Perhaps these people have not gone on or tried to put their Russian into practice (indeed it is

unlikely that someone they don't know will try to correct them on a trip), but I have continually had to

'relearn' certain mistakes in these tapes which were riddled throughout the series. This ranges from

things which I have been told are 'unnatural' in conversation to downright ungrammatical. However

either should be considered unacceptable, as in an AUDIO course with emphasis on speaking, I

would expect emphasis to be on natural, conversational Russian.Also, many subjects of grammar

are 'danced over', and never fully explained grammatically...I realize length of time prohibits this, but

I as someone interested in grammar, I would have found it easier for a quick explanation, such as a

word is in 'accusitive' form, rather than have them make up some 'layman's' explanation that I have

to try to interpret, only to find out ultimately the concept was quite simple.All in all, this series is a

WONDERFUL way to learn language...my attention was always kept and after completing just

halfway through the second series, I already feel that I can convey some very simple things with my

Russian......the only problem is that it's not entirely CORRECT Russian...

I have used this program (all three volumes) with great success. Of course, the tapes request more

attention than for example the Pimsleur Italian tapes, but you can still use them while driving. The

inference of the correct endings for cases is especially well done : you never hear the word

Genitive, and yet I could master the flexion easily where I had failed with an older book. The thing

that sets the program apart from competitors is, in my opinion, that you master small talk with total

confidence after the three volumes, and we must admit that this is quite useful.

Pimsleur is a Godsend for me! I spent almost two years trying to learn Russian with varying success

and failure using many other books, tapes, methods. But Pimsleur is the ONLY one that really, truly

works! It really teaches grammar without teaching grammar - it really gets you talking and

understanding. The price seems stiff at first, but it's really worth it! Pay a few more dollars - save up

if you have to - and get Pimsleur courses when you want to learn a language!
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